Annual reports of the town officers of Amherst, N.H. for the year ending December 31, 1955. Also officers of school district for the year ending June 30, 1955. by Amherst Town Representatives
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AMHERST TOWN (E) LIBRARY
{See Cover Picture)
The original Library consisting of not more than a dozen
volumes was established in 1741 by Rev. Daniel Wilkins,
Amherst's first minister.
In 1797 a Library was formed here called "The Social Li-
brary" and legally incorporated by the State.
In 1859 the people organized the "Amherst Library Asso-
ciation" which was housed in various places and finally for
twenty years was located in the Selectmen's room at the Town
Hall.
In 1879 it was taken over by the Town, who through
its Selectmen appoints a Board of Trustees and appropriates
money for its maintenance.
In 1890 under the leadership of Rev. Josiah G. Davis, D. D.
$2800.00 was raised by popular subscription and work was
begun on a new Library building, on the present site known
then as "Judge Parke's Garden". The new building was de-
dicated April 30, 1892, was designed by Means and Gilbert of
Boston and built of granite, a tribute to the wisdom and genius
of Dr. Davis who may well be called the founder of our present
Library.
Fifteen years later it was evident the structure was out-
gi-own and through the generosity of James W. Towne of East
Orange, N.
J.
all desired changes in the Library were made at
his expense, provided the Town would vote an additional $100.
per year for its maintenance, which was done in 1909.
These extensive changes which about tripled the available
space, modernized and beautified the structure which is our pre-
sent Library and it is suggested that in referring to the "Town"
Library, it be remembered that Mr. James W. "Towne" was the
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TOWN OFFICERS - 1955
Moderator
Harold H. Wilkins, Sr.
Selectmen
James F. Wanless, 1 Year
Allen D. Howard, 2 Years






Hiram R. Elliott (resigned Aug. 1, 1955)








Supervisors of the Check List
Lilla M. Brown
Hiram R. EUiott (resigned Aug. 1, 1955)





Frank F. Richardson, Chief
Edwin R. Locke, 1st Assistant
Edward Marchildon, 2nd Assistant
Trustees of Trust Funds
Howard Arnold, 1 Year
Meric G. Arnold, 2 Years
Benjamin G. Bimdy, 3 Years
Library Trustees
Rev, Frank M. Weiskel, 1 Year
Elizabeth Hall, Temporary
Henry F. Merrill, 2 Years
Margaret Seamans, 2 Years
Cleaveland Campbell, 3 Years
Margaret Moser, 3 Years
Zoning Officials
Administrative Official:
William C. Vose (resigned June 30, 1955)
Benjamin D. Piper (appointed June 30, 1955)
Board of Adjustment:
TOWN WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Amherst in the
County of Hillsborough in said State, qualified
to vote in Town Affairs:
Polls to open at 1:00 p. m. and Close at 7:00 p. m.
You are hereby notified to meet at Amherst Town
Hall in said Amherst on Tuesday, the thirteenth day of
March, next at eight of the clock in the afternoon to act
upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and
make appropriations of the same.
3. To see if the Town will vote to give the Select-
men and the Town Treasurer authority to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes.
4. To see if the Town will vote to allow a discount
of IV2 % on 1956 property taxes paid by May 1st, 1956.
Any persons paying on their 1956 property tax an
amount equal to 80% of their 1955 property tax to be
allowed iy2% discount on their 1956 property tax bill
if paid in full by December 1st, 1956.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $150.00 to the Merrimack Valley
Region Association as the Town's proportionate share
for publicizing and promoting all interests in this re-
gion, or act in relation thereto.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $25.00 as a contribution to the New
Hampshire Marine Memorial Commission for a mem-
orial to be erected at Hampton Beach on which the
names of all members of the armed forces in all wars
participated in by our country who were lost at sea,
and whose bodies were never recovered will be in-
scribed. All names must be submitted to the Com-
mission not later than April 1st, 1956.
7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to pay to Hiram R. Elliott the sum of $682.30
out of surplus, this amount representmg overpayment
to the Town Treasurer of funds collected on taxes be-
fore his resignation as Tax Collector effective August
1st, 1955. According to the Auditors' report this is the
amount that was remitted to the Town Treasurer in
error due to Mr. Elliott's illness and disability and which
amount was committed to the succeeding Tax Collec-
tor as uncollected taxes after all adjustments.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $2000.00 to be used by the Select-
men to continue the repair and renovation of the Town
Hall and to have the Moderator re-appoint the com-
mittee, with such changes as are necessary, to work
with the Selectrrten to determine the work to be done.
Your attention is called to the Selectmen's Narrative
Report for details regarding the appropriation voted
in 1955 under Articles 8, 10 and 12.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $9,250.00 for the purchase of a Fire
Truck to replace our worn out 1931 Chevrolet.
Reasons:
A. The pump is so old and worn it will not pass the
State Board of Underwriters' test.
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B. The brakes are of the old type and are not safe.
C. The four rear thes are the originals and do not
hold air very long; also are not to be trusted with the
load they must carry.
D. Our other two pumps are not the type to pump
water long distances at high pressure. Therefore, the
need for a larger pump. (Submitted by Fire Dept.)
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the necessary funds to: "Have street lights
from Katherine Clarkin's to the former George Parks
residence on Merrimack Street." (By Petition)
11. To see what action the Town will take in re-
pairing and straightening the curves on the Baboosic
road and vote to raise and appropriate money for
same. (By Petition.)
12. "To see what action the Town will take in re-
pairing and straightening the curves on the road from
Mr. Gleason's mail box to the Merrimack line and
vote to raise and appropriate money for same." (By Pe-
tion.)
13. To see if the Town will vote to accept a two-
wav radio to be installed in the automobile of the Town
Constable. One-half of the cost to be paid by the
Civil Defense Administration and one-half by the
special fund now on deposit, raised by the Police De-
partment. No appropriation is necessary and the equip-
ment becomes the property of the Town.
14. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
recommendations of the committee, appointed in ac-
cordance with Article 17 in the 1955 Warrant, to study
and recommend any changes in the Zoning Ordinance.
Any proposed changes to be presented by the com-
mittee at Town Meeting.
15. To Transact any otlier business that may legally
come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 20th day of







Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Ensuing Year
January 1, 1956 to December 31, 1956
Compared with
Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appropriations and Expenditures

















Reimbursement a/c State and
Federal forest lands
Reimbursement a/c Exemption
of Growing Wood & Timber
For fighting forest fires and
training men
Refund head tax
Reimbursement a/c Old Age Assist.
Bounties 75.50
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
Dog licenses 600.00
Business licenses, permits and
filing fees
Fines & forfeits, municipal court
Rent of town hall and
other buildings
Fisk highway fund
Income from trust funds
Income of Departments:
Insurance refund
(a) Highway, incl. rental of equip
Town of Bedford Fire Dept.
Greens rental & lot sales
Income from Muncipally
owned Utilities:
Refund on fire hose
Mary B. Upham library fund
Motor Vehicle permit fees
Gifts—perpetual care
Sale of town property
Amount Raised by Issue of
Bonds or Notes:
Tax anticipation note
From Local Taxes other than
Property Taxes:
(a) Poll taxes—regular at $2























































Total revenue from all sources $48,304.24
Actual Estimated
PURPOSES OF Approp'ns Expend. Expend.
EXPENDITURES Previous Previous Ensuing
Year 1955 Year 1955 Year 1956
Current Maintenance Expenses:
General Government:
Town officers' salaries $ 1,970.00 $ 2,120.00 $ 2,020.00
Town officers' expenses 1,700.00 2,163.90 2,300.00
Election and registration exp. 150.00 129.00 350.00
Municipal court expenses 200.00 200.00
Expenses town hall and other










Health Dept., including hospitals
Vital statistics















Memorial Day and Veterans'
Associations















Year 1955 Year 1955 Year 1956
Unclassified:
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 40,000 00
Furniture and Equipment 1,500 00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 18,000 00
Furniture and Equipment 5,000 00
Police Department, Equipment 100 00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 8,000 00
Equipment 10,000 00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 1,000 00
Equipment 6,000 00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 5,000 00
Dumps 100 00
Schools, Lands and Buildings 130,000 00
Equipment 8,000 00
All Lands and Buildings acquired
through Tax Collector's deeds:
Harding & Cassidv lot, 2 acres 25 00
Whitmore Lot ' 20 00
W. A. Barnard lot, 50 acres 250 00
Proctor lot, 25 acres 125 00





49 (1954) Auto Permits
Jan. 1, 1955 to Apr. 1, 1955 $ 142 57
1227 (1955) Auto Permits
Jan. 1 to December 31, 1955 10,122 58
REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
Supplement to Report of July 31, 1955
(Submitted by Hiram Elliott)
TAX LEVY OF 1954
Uncollected tax as entered on July 31 report $9,497 39
By taxes collected, but not recorded 118 25
Corrected uncollected tax total $9,379 14
TAX LEVY OF 1953
Unredeemed tax as entered on July 31 report $514 48
By taxes collected, but not recorded 15 00
Corrected unredeemed tax total $499 48
We have examined the accounts of the Tax Collec-
tor and believe this report and supplement is a com-




Amherst, N. H.-November 26, 1955
TAX LEVY OF 1955
Dr.
National Bank Stock Tax $ 72 40









Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1955
Property and Precinct Taxes $21,103 16
Poll Taxes 308 00
Yield Taxes 953 47
$22,364 63
Added Taxes:
Interest Collected $241 09
Summons Charges Collected 21 60
262 69




Property and Precinct Taxes $13,078 50
Poll Taxes 226 00
Yield Taxes 187 30
Interest 241 09
Summons Charges 21 60
$13,754 49
Abatements:
Poll Taxes $48 00
Property Taxes 61 60
109 60
Uncollected July 11, 1955:
Property and Precinct $8,718 22
Poll Taxes 34 00
Yield Taxes 745 17
9,497 39
Yield tax sold town—Aug. 29, '54








Janiiarv 1, 1955 $ 810 00
Added' Head Tax $105 00
Penalties Collected 71 00

















Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1955
Property and Precinct Taxes $804 91
Poll Taxes 14 00
Yield Taxes 98 24
917 15
Interest and Smnmons Charges $10 21






Property and Precinct Taxes $455 52
Poll Taxes 6 00
Interest and Summons Charges 10 21
Abatements:
Property Tax $36 00
Poll Taxes 8 00
Uncollected Taxes as of July 31, 1955
Property and Precinct Taxes $215 78
Poll Taxes 8 00
Yield Taxes 78 24
471 73
44 00
Yield taxes sold Town 9/29/54 $20 00
Property tax paid 9/2/54 62 64




Summary of Tax Sales Account as of July 31, 1955
Dr. 1953 1952 1951 1950 1949 1948
Uncollected balance
January 1, 1955 $942.82 $333.21 $122.73 $9.96 $76.74 $12.48
Added tax 32.13 6.40 13.94
Interest collected 27.02 20.44 27.01 3.60 6.54
$1001.97 $360.05 $163.68 $9.96 $80.34 $19.02
Cr.
Remitted to
Treasurer $ 460.47 $159.16 $136.67 $12.18 $12.48
Interest remitted
to Treasurer 27.02 20.44 27.01 3.60 6.54
Unredeemed
August 1, 1955 514.48 180.45 $9.96 64.56
$1001.97 $360.05 $163.68 $9.96 $80.34 $19.02
NOTE: 1953 Added tax should be $32.83
1953 Unredeemed tax should be $515.18
1953 Unredeemed tax includes $44.40, 1952 tax and
$14.65 previously paid but not recorded.
Correct 1953 Unredeemed total is $456.13





PROPERTY, POLL AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1955





Total Warrant $146,101 86




Interest Collected 35 77
Total Debits $147,273 38
Cr.
Remittances to Treasm^er:
Property Tax $119,620 02
Property cash on hand 7 56






State Head Taxes Committed to Collector:
Original Warrant $5060 00
Added Taxes 80 00
Total Commitment $5140 00
Penalties Collected 12 00
Total Debits $5152 00
Or.
Remittances to Treasurer:




Uncollected Head Tax as per List 1060 00
Total Credits $5152 00
SUMMARY OF WARRANT
PROPERTY, POLL AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1954
Dr.
Uncollected Taxes — as of Aug. 1, 1955:
Property
Cr.
Remittances to Treas. during period
August 1, 1955 to Dec. 31, 1955:
Property Tax $8669 49
Polls ' 18 00
Yield Tax 465 57
Collected Interest 23 65
Interest and Costs 603 47
$9,780 18
Abated Property 18 93
Abated Fines 4 19
Uncollected Taxes as Per List:
Property " 16
Polls ' 18 00
Yield 279 60





Uncollected Taxes as of
August 1, 1955 $100 00
Added Taxes 5 00
Penalties Collected 5 50
Total Debits $110 50
Cr.
Remittances to Treas. during 1955:
Head Tax $55 00
Penalties 5 50
$60 50
Uncollected Taxes as per List 50 00
Total Credits $110 50
24
SUMMARY OF WARRANT
PROPERTY, POLL AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1953
Dr.
Uncollected Taxes — as of Aug 1, 1955:
Property Tax $215 78
Poll Tax 8 00
Yield Tax 78 24
$302 02
Interest Collected from August 1
to December 31, 1955 30 96
Total Debits $332 98
Cr.
Remittances to Treas. August 1 to
December 31, 1955:
Property Tax $202 53
Poll Tax 6 00
Yield Tax 78 24
Interest 30 96
$317 73
Uncollected as per List:
Poll $ 2 00
Property 13 25
Total Uncollected 15 25
Total Credits 332 98
Summary of Tax Sales — as of December 31, 1955
Tax Sales in Year of:
Dr.

TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT - 1955
Cash on hand January 1, 1955 $ 21,616 97
Received from:
Hiram R. Elhott, Tax Collector $ 18,833 95
Barbara Landry, Tax Collector 138,105 03
156,938 98
Catherine A. Kruger, Town Clerk:
Auto permit fees, 1954 $ 142 57
Auto permit fees, 1955 10,122 58
Dog licenses 724 50
10,989 65
Selectmen:
Pistol permits $ 5 00
Discount Eureka Hose Co. 17 60
Insurance refund 3 50
Typewriter sold 12 50
Tax property sold 700 00
Old water tank sold 5 00
743 60
Souhegan National Bank:
Tax anticipation note 12,000 00
Henry Merrill:
Mary B. Upham Fund,
for library 5,341 34
Clarence H. Hagar, Sexton:
Use of greens $32 00
Sale of lots 30 00
62 00
Trustees of Trust Funds:
Fiske Highway fund $ 48 51
Credit Cemetery fund 150 00
Town of Bedford (Cr. Fire Dept.) $41 93
Sold 2 truck tires (Cr. Fire Dept.) 5 00
Town Hall Rentals:





Gifts - Perpetual Care:
Ernest H. Peaslee Estate
Benjamin Piper
Mathilda Peterson Estate
John Prescott, Jr. on account




On hand (Dec. 31, 1954) Jan. 1, 1955
Less Selectmen's orders paid








Rotch Ins. Agency, bond for H. R.
Elliott and burglary insurance 180 88
Brown & Saltmarsh,
stamps and supplies 53 34
Donat Corriveau, deeds,
mortgage and tax titles
E. Edw. Bourassa, furnish 9 names
Marsh & McLennan, bonds and ins.
R. H. Llewellyn, supplies
N. H. Tax Collectors'
Association, dues
James F. Wanless, supplies
Vincent P. Brine, stamps
Barbara H. Landry, copying and
supplies 249 89
Catherine A. Kruger, Town Clerks'
66 30
Lilla M. Brown, supervisor check list 21 00
Hiram R. Elliott, supervisor
check list 15 00
George A. Knight, supervisor
check list 21 00
Frank L. Pearson 6 00
Lorraine Marchildon,
assisting town clerk 10 00




W. D. Bell, gas $126 00
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights 288 93
Dwight P. Brown, janitor service 453 00
Thrift Stores, Inc., supplies 8 78
Draper Fuel Co., oil 660 44
N. E. Tel. - Tel. Co., phone 122 70
Kenneth Durant, rubbish disposal 43 75
Wilton Plumbing Co., repairing
oil burner 57 88
Amherst Village District, water 30 00
C. A. Spaulding, repairing gutter 6 80
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.,
insurance town hall 516 25
Boston Sign Co., painting sign 5 00




Albert H. Junkins, constable 641 52
Marsh and McLennan, bonds 10 00
Harold L. Aldrich, special officer 48 50









Frank F. Richardson, chief and
forest fire warden $ 50 00
Edwin F. Locke, assistant chief 15 00
Edward Marchildon, assistant chief 15 00
Frank F. Richardson, inspecting
oil burners 21 00
Richard Crocker, cleaning
brush from water holes 18 80
Lawrence E. Clark, insurance
on fire trucks 19 25
Ernest E. Gagnon, hook for
fire department 13 08
MacLeod Co., re-charge extinguisher 4 50
Amherst Village District, water 37 50
Milford Grain and Coal Co., oil 246 54
Frank F. Richardson, fire bills 743 85
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights 129 23
Rotch Insurance Agency,
insurance on trucks 126 40
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone
and network 257 35
Bob's Auto Service, gas and repairs 573 66
Farrar Co., repairs on Barton pump 110 00
Justin A. McCarthy, supplies 37 16
James A. Coffin, supplies 84 60
Guy H. Nelson, snow removal 8 00
Robert H. Hancock, janitor service
and shovelling hydrants 110 00
Mass. Bonding & Ins. Co., insurance
on firemen 156 60
Carl K. Stimson, repairs on
oil burner 35 65
33








Harold L. Aldrich, gravel $ 883 20









Harold 'L. Aldrich $6854 56
General Expenses of Highway Department:
Appropriation: $800.00
Expended:





























Harold L. Aldrich, removing wood $ 30 15
Harold L. Aldrich, removing wood 137 00
Barbour Tree Service,
cutting trees 96 50
Harry Melendy, 12 trees 116 00
F. A. Bartlett, spraying and
care of trees 622 50
Richard Crocker, brush removed 30 45
$1032 60
Trustees of Trust Funds:
Expended:

















Souhegan Valley Nursing Association $200 00
Damage by Dogs:
Expended:








Catherine A. Kruger, recording statistics









Lincoln, Judge $100 00
William C. Vose, Associate Judge 50 00
George H. Howard, Clerk 50 00
$200 00
Town Counsel:
Charles J. Lincoln $100 00
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Taxes Bought by Town:
Expended:






Mary M. Yudicky, abatement on 1954 tax $49 84
Amherst Town Library:
Expended:




Weston Emergency Light Co. $99 20





John C. Toomey, repair typewriter $ 6 50
Smith Corona Inc., typewriter 197 50
Globe Office Equipment,
desk and chair 85 00




C. L. Haskell, fireproofing stage $ 66 00
Fred M. Reilly,
pointing up foundation 50 00
Owen P. Fisk, wiring and new lights 384 93
Geo. A. Knight, keys for town hall 3 00
R. S. Going, painting town hall 550 00
Eastman & Wright, building closets,
new doors and repairs 942 00
$294 00
$1996 15
Taxes Collected by Hiram R. Elliott:
Expended:
Paid to Barbara H. Landry $2688 76
39
Refund on Double Tax:
Expended:
Nashua Cooperative Bank $107 80
40
A NARRATIVE REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
For the Year 1955
Our assessed valuation again showed an increase
and a special effort was made to equalize the valua-
tions so that each property would represent its proper
proportion of the total in accordance with the State
law.
Our tax rate as fixed by the State Tax Commission
based on our Budgeted expanse, was as shown in the
1954-1955 comparison below.
1954 1955
Town Rate $1.58 per $100. $1.98 per $100.
School Rate 4.58 per $100. 4.98 per $100.
$6.16 $6.96 per $100.
Precinct Rate .96 per $100. 1.00 per $100.
Total $7.12 per $100. $7.96 per $100.
1955 Average rate on which State bases
revenue from State, $7.31
Town Budget
The comparative statement of appropriations and
expenditures shows a net CREDIT of $212.92 and this
would have been $3812.95 under the budget if the
County tax had not shown an increase of $3600.03 over
our budget which was based on last year's payment.
Highways
Total Highway expense, including Town Road Aid,
shows a credit of $1664.93 under the budget as follows:
Summer Maintenance $89.14; Winter Maintenance
$709.40; Oiling $660.44; Snow Fence $205.95; T.R.A.
funds of $1052.31, plus State Aid of $7015.43 was used
to complete Chestnut Hill road to the Town line, grade
and gravel the so-called Junkins road from the Merri-
mack line on the East to the Merrimack road on the
West boundaries, and widening and graveling the Aus-
tin road approach to Mack Hill road and the Green
41
road on Christian Hill to provide space for snow plow-
ing.
Fire Department
Edwin Locke was appointed Fire Chief to replace
Frank F. Richardson, retired. Edward Marchildon was
appointed First Assistant and Ezra Edwards Second
Assistant Chiefs.
The Fire Department showed a net credit of $659.87
on their budget as we were fortunate to have very
few fires during the year.
Again we wish to call your attention to your res-
ponsibilitv in causing or kindling a fire. A permit is
necessary unless the ground is COVERED with snow.
Be sure to read the conditions under which a permit
is issued and understand your responsibilitv when vou
receive a permit to kindle a fire.
Articles in 1955 Warrant
Article 6. The Emergency Lights were installed
in the Town Hall as specified. Appropriation $250.00;
actual cost $140.00.
Article 7. A new typewriter was purchased and a
desk and chair secured for the Town Clerk's office—
the old typewi'iter repaired and moved to the Select-
men's office. Appropriation $300.00; actual cost $294.00.
Article 8. The committee appointed to work with
the Selectmen on Town Hall Renovation was as fol-
lows: Georse Knight, Carl Peterson and Louis Heaton.
A complete survey was made and the following was ac-
complished at a cost of $1996.15; appropriation $2000.
Foundation pointed up all around building where need-
ed; chimney holes filled and plastered; hearth in dining
room repaired and broken bricks replaced; blinds re-
paired and replaced where missing; new doors installed
in both outside entrances and dining room doors chang-
ed to open out; new door installed between dining room
and hall; toilet doors repaired and new fixtures added;
main entrance hall moulding repaired and replaced
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where needed; 3 closets built under stairway in hall and
suitable locks provided; new hghting fixtures in dining
room hall and closets and all obsolete wiring replaced;
chair rail installed in dining room; all damaged plaster
in hall and dining room patched and all walls, ceilings
and woodwork painted, two coats, in kitchen, dining
room and hall to top of stairs; all broken window glass
replaced; stage scenery and curtain fireproofed.
The committee wishes to extend to George Knight
their sincere thanks for supervising and arranging for
this work and securing the maximum value for the
money expended.
We recommend that this program of renovation
and modernization be continued to protect the town's
investment in a building that would be impossible to
replace.
Article 14. No costs were involved in the con-
struction of the new bridge and approaches on Route
122 during 1955 as the contract was not awarded by the
State until December 1955, and no payment is due the
State until work is begun in 1956, at which time one
half of the town's share will be payable. It appears
that the town's share will be considerable less than
the original estimate as the contract was let for ap-
proximately $30,000.00 less than the first cost estimate
according to information available to us.
Article 17. In accordance with Article 17, the Se-
lectmen appointed the following committee to study
the Zoning Ordinance and suggest amendments and
additions: Forrest W. Jasper, Dewey W. Smith, George
Hammond, representing the rural area; Benjamin Pi-
per, John H. Morison, Charles J. Lincoln, representing
the Village area; James F. Wanless, ex-officio, repre-
senting the Selectmen. George Hammond was elected
chairman by the committee. Meetings and surveys
were made and it was voted to present the recommen-
dations at a public hearing to get further ideas and
suggestions before presenting the recommendations to
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the Town Meeting and this pubhc hearing was sched-
uled for the evening of February 15, 1956.
A chart, showing how your Tax Dollar was spent,
is part of this report.
-i' ^ •I' v -i*
For several years, there has been urgent necessity
for a town dump to accommodate the citizens of the
Ponemah district and the area east of the Ponemah
district to the Merrimack line.
The Town owned seven acres of land adjoining
seven acres owned by the State on Route lOlA, at the
Railroad crossing East of the Ponemah district. How-
ever, the entrance to the Town land and the most de-
sirable location for the dump in an old gravel pit, was
partly on State land.
Upon application to the State, we were able to se-
cure Title to approximately two acres of State land
bordering the road at no cost to the Town and sold to
the highest bidder for $200.00 the timber adjacent to
the dump location so after the fill is removed for new
road construction in 1956, the dump can be developed
at small cost and will meet all requirements of the
State Fire Warden and will solve the problem of dumps
for that area.
All citizens are warned not to use this area as a
dump until it has been cleared of fire hazards and is
officially opened by the Town.
*****
Mr. Hiram R. EUiott, who has served the Town of
Amherst as Tax Collector for twenty years, found it
necessary to resign due to poor health as of August 1,
1955, and Mrs. Laurence J. (Barbara) Landry was ap-
pointed to the position for the unexpired term. Hi
Elliott's long years of devoted service are testimony
to the regard in which he is held by Amherst citizens,
and we wish him many happy years of retirement.
44
Conclusion
Your Chairman during the last year, is retiring from
office with this Town Meeting and wishes to thank the
people of Amherst for their cooperation and friend-
ship during the last three years.
It has been a very interesting and enjoyable ex-
perience and has resulted in a broad acquaintance and
many friendships that could not be acquired in any
other way. The position is recommended to those who
wish to serve their town in a civic capacity.
45
HOW YOUR TAX DOLLARS WERE SPENT
IN 1955
TOTAL EXPENDITURES — $162,) 34 49
r- THIS PORTION OF REVENUE FROM OTHER SOURCES $22,007 89
3" THIS PORTION OF REVENUE FROM POLL TAXES $1,498 00
io-
ho-
The chart on the opposite page is intended to show
graphically how your tax money was spent in 1955,
and the following table of percentages will further ex-
plain the cost of the various services purchased with
your tax dollars.
NOTE: "Revenue from other sources" is derived from:
Interest and dividends tax
Reimbursement a/c Growing Wood and Timber
Railroad, Savings Bank and National Bank stock
taxes.
Dog licenses, fines and forfeits.
Town Hall rentals, permits and other miscellaneous
sources.
Total income from these sources in 1955, $31,899.
Percent of Total Percent of Prop.
Expenditures and Poll Taxes
Health Department
REPORT OF HIGHWAY AGENT
During the month of March several roads were
repaired with gravel to correct muddy conditions. These
roads were Hubbard Road, Austin Road, Pinetop Road,
Laskey Road, Veterans' Road, Dump Road, Old Mil-
ford Road, Green Road and Thomas Mill Road. March
25th this w^ork was interrupted by a snow storm.
Spring grading was started on April 1st. Soon after
spring grading was completed, our grader operator left
for a foreman's position in Milford. We were unable
to locate another grader operator during the summer.
Grading was done by the Road Agent whenever possi-
ble at intervals during the summer projects. Late in
the summer we engaged the Town of Merrimack's
grader and operator to grade the roads before the win-
ter months.
The summer maintenance program took care of all
the necessary road repairs, including brush and culverts.
The oiling program for 1955 included the Village
District. All roads within the village were oiled. The
following roads outside the Village District that were
oiled, were the Weston Road, Ponemah Road, from
Hayward's cider mill to the bottom of Chestnut Hill,
and part of the South Merrimack Road. The Carter
Road was oiled from Route 101 to the bridge over
Beaver Brook.
Blasting and graveling on the Hubbard Road im-
proved a verv bad situation as far as plowing was con-
cerned.
T.R.A. money was spent on oiling of Chestnut Hill.
Graveling of Junkins Road, widening of the Austin
Road and Mann's Road.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank each and
every one who have supported me for the past six
years. I especially want to thank the Selectmen for
their cooperation, and cooperation of the Road Com-
mission and all Town Officers during m\' term of office.
HAROLD L. ALDRICH, Highway Agent.
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Fisk Highway Fund 48 51
Motor Vehicle Dept. refund 16 83
Ohver Merrill 14 10
L. G. Huntington 9 00
$7588 44
Hume Pipe of N. E., Inc., culvert pipe $ 258 98
Oliver Merrill, culvert pipe 30 00
Milford Public Works, grader 20 12
Town of Merrimack, grader 165 20
Bob's Auto Service, grader gas 197 60
South Street Garage, crane 20 00
Daniels Garage, blasting 181 80
Ernest Phinney, gravel 94 40
Ralph Currier, gravel 12 80
McKay and Wright, gravel loaded 175 20
A. J. McKay, bulldozer 216 00
WiUiam E. Bedders, shovel 234 00
Oliver Merrill, power saw 17 50
Richard Crocker, tractor and mower 262 50
Orson Bragdon, tractor and mower 175 00
Oliver Merrill, loader 108 50
Edgar Thibodeau, truck 93 60
Fred Willard, truck 42 90
William Pelletier, truck 22 50
A. J. McKay, truck 50 70
Wiiham Hart, truck 72 00
Hibbert Miles, truck 135 30
Richard Crocker, truck 267 30
Harold L. Aldrich, truck 841 30
John Bowler, labor 5 25







John Young, grader operator




Marsh and McLennan Inc., Workmen's Comp. 244 04
Marsh and McLennan Inc., Workmen's Comp . 132 60
REPORT OF CHIEF OF POLICE
Arrests 17
Safe keeping 1
Motor Vehicle accidents 15
Motor Vehicle violations 18
Fatal accidents 2
Warning to motor vehicle operators 20
D. E. cards issued 5
Warnings to speeders 10
Car fire 1
Drowning at Baboosic Lake 1
Noisy swimming party 1
Gasoline theft 2
Breaking and entering and stolen property 7
Disturbance calls 2
Damage to school complaints 2




Various complaints investigated 78
Lost hunter 1
Dog bite cases 6
Stray dogs, dogs placed in homes, returned
to owner and dog damage 9
Dogs worrying live stock 2
Dogs disposed of by police 7
Dogs killed by motor vehicles 5
Aid to other departments 4
Registration plates found and returned 2
Motor vehicle moved from highway 1
Highway Traffic duty 150 hrs.
Memorial Dav Parade 3 hrs.
Fourth of July duty 15 hrs.
Collecting dog licenses 8 hrs.
Hallowe'en duty—Amherst Village,
3 nights, 4 men 49 hrs.
Inquiries—Civil Service, Air Force, Miscel. 14
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Dances — Legion, Baboosic Lake,
Benefit Police 50
Buildings unlocked 1
Trip to V. A. hospital 1
Emergency messages delivered 1
Emergency aid 1
Warnings to boys 10
Civilian Defense Meetings attended 1
Air Raid Test 1
Street lights and signal lights reported out 4
This Department extends thanks to State Police
Sergeant Conti and State Troopers McBain and Cote,
also Motor Vehicle Inspector Landry and the Milford
Police Department for their cooperation.
A benefit dance was held November 18, 1955, at the
Town Hall to secure funds to purchase a second two-
way radio for the Chief's car. We would like to express
thanks to our many friends who helped to make this
dance a success. The sum of $247 has been realized
which will pay our share of the cost of a set when
bought through Civilian Defense. The order has been
placed and the set should arrive early this Spring. The
radio we now have in operation has proved to be very
handy on several occasions and we believe another
set will be to the town's best interests many times in
the future.
May I urge all parents to continue to caution their
children to walk on the left side of the road facing
traffic, to keep as far to the left as possible and to take
time to look both ways before crossing. This past year
there were no accidents reported involving school chil-
dren.




FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT - 1955





Oil burner fires 3
FRANK F. RICHARDSON, Chief.
REPORT OF DISTRICT FIRE CHIEF
To the Selectmen:
Each vear there is a demand for a statement on
forest fires for publication in the annual town report.
It is believed they serve a good purpose in reminding
local citizens of the danger from such fires and how
they can help prevent them. The following is offered





Be A Good Citizen — Cooperate
Smoking and debris burning caused more than 50
percent of the forest fires occuring in the state of New
Hampshire in 1955 — 235 fires out of a total of 463 origi-
nated from these two sources. Lighted smoking ma-
terial and matches thrown from moving vehicles along
the highway or dropped by fishermen, hunters, hikers,
berry and flower pickers accounted for 26 percent;
debris burning in the wrong place or at the wrong time
by those who failed to heed all pleas for safety or re-
fused to recognize the logical, sensible rules and regu-
lations set up under legislative authority governing the
use of fire in or near woodlands accounted for more
than 24 percent. This is inexcusable.
Evervthing possible is being done officialh* to reme-
dy the situation. Since 1909 there has been a statute
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on our law books which requires everyone to secure
written permission from the local forest fire warden
before starting a fire in or near woodlands or where
fire can be communicated to woodlands, unless the
ground is covered with snow. A never ending program
of educational work is being carried on by your local
warden and state officials to inform the general public
both of the value and necessity of securing the required
permit for such burning. Much progress has been
made, but there are still many who fail or refuse to
cooperate. The value of our permit system was definite-
ly proven in this district during the 1955 calendar year.
Local wardens issued 2161 permits for debris burning
fires. That's a lot of permits. The records show only 8
permit fires got out of control. This proves several
things — while wardens were liberal in the issuance of
fire permits, accommodating every applicant so far
as possible, they were cautious, following closely direc-
tives outlining overall policy governing the issuance
of burning permits and thoroughly instructing permit
users. The latter, too, fully appreciating their responsi-
bility in using their permits, eoverned themselves ac-
cordingly. Result? Much burning done legally and
safe.
But what of the smokers? Despite all the efforts of
those officially charged with the responsibility of pre-
venting fires, too many were careless or thoughtless
in disposing of smoking material and matches. Why?
It is difficult to say. Autos are now equipped with ash
trays. Why not use them? The crushing out of a cigar,
cigarette and the complete extinguishment of matches
before being discarded is an easy chore.
If the costly habits of the careless and indifferent
smoker and debris burner could be overcome, more
than half of our annual forest fires would be eliminat-
ed. Will YOU do YOUR share to bring this about?
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Remember
1. Get a written permit from yom- local warden
before starting your debris burning or camp fire. The
law requires it.
2. Make certain they are dead out before leaving
them.
3. Become a safe smoker by extinguishing smoking
material and matches before discarding them.
Be A Good Citizen — Cooperate
GUY O. HOLLIS,
District Fire Chief.
Number of local fires 11
Number of acres burned 6





1955 w^s one of our hottest and driest Summer sea-
sons for several years. Although we had plenty of water
to use in the Meadowview cemetery, we could not
cover the whole cemetery, but tried to keep green the
Special Care lots and the perpetual Care section in front.
The Pump did a fine job until the middle of August,
when one of the pistons broke, but was repaired within
several days. Also the winter of 1954-55 was so severe
we had several freeze-ups that all told made quite a
plumbing bill.
The Trustees have had the fence around Meadow-
view repaired and painted, also the Trustees purchased
the new greens that we needed so badly.
The lower side of Cricket Corner cemetery, next to
the road was graded and seeded.







Clarence Hagar, tools and truck
















We have examined the accounts of the following
Town Officers: Selectmen, Town Clerk, Town Treas-
mer. Tax Collector, Road Agent, Trustees of Trust
Funds, Treasurer of Library, Clerk of Police Court,










The Ways and Means Committee has carefully considered
each item in the Town and School Budgets and each article
of the Warrant. It has consulted and heard from individuals,
groups, committees, and departments.
This committee has been impressed by the thought, time,
and energy which has been expended by all who have had
a hand in the preparation of the budgets and articles of the
warrant. This committee is especially appreciative of this
effort because it has rendered their task less difficult.
In arriving at its recommendations, this committee has
attempted to bear in mind the needs of the town both as to




No comment is necessary.
ARTICLE 2.
We recommend approval of each item in the Town Budget
except as noted. We offer comment on some of the items.
Town Officers' Expenses: The increase in this item is
recommended to provide for Theft and Hold-up Insurance
for town officers who transport or retain overnight money
received for the account of the town.
Municipal Court: Since receipts from Fines and For-
feitures are carried under Estimated Revenue, an item of
expenditure should appear under Expenditures.
Fire Department: We recommend that the amount for
this item be increased to $4000. The recommended increase
is for construction of a new water hole and the deepening
of existing holes, a routine maintenance operation to return
these holes to something hke their original capacity. Pro-
vision has been made in this item for the purchase of about
$500 worth of new fire hose. The committee is of the opinion
that annual purchase of fire hose should be established rou-
tine.
Moth Extermination, Blister Rust and Care of Trees: The
increase for this item is based on the fact that most of our
large trees are about 100 years old. Experience during the
last year has led to the conclusion that four or five of these
trees may be expected to die or become diseased each year
from now on. The recommended increase is for their re-
moval and, in the case of elms, for their burning.
Civil Defense: It is recommended that no money be
raised or appropriated for this item.
Oiling and Summer Maintenance: This committee rec-
ommends in concurrence with the Road Commission that
the item for Oiling be increased to $8000 and the item for
Summer Maintenance be decreased to $7000. This will result
in no change in the total for Highways and Bridges.
Soldiers' Aid: Based upon past expenditures, which have
averaged approximately $50 per year, it is recommended that
the sum raised and appropriated be reduced to $50.
Finally, the Committee recommends that for future budg-
ets, the item for Rental of Fire Hydrants, which is an annual
item, be entered under Protection of Persons and Property
and that Repairs to Town Clock be carried under Expenses
-)f Town Hall and Other buildings.
ARTICLES 3 and 4:
We recommend approval.
ARTICLE 5:
We recommend that no money be raised or appropriated
for this purpose.
ARTICLE 6:
Inasmuch as this memorial was initiated by private citi-
zens without expressed intent to obtain contributions from
political sub-divisions of the State, it is recommended that




We recommend approval of this article as a part of the
long-range maintenance program recommended last year by
this Committee and approved bv the Town.
ARTICLE 9:
We recommend approval of this article. We further rec-
ommend that the Town authorize the Selectmen to raise the
necessary funds with three-year notes or bonds at the best
rate available.
We recommend that the Moderator and the Selectmen
appoint a committee of five with suitable representation from
the Fire Department; that this committee shall, in consulta-
tion with the State Fire Marshal's Office, make recommenda-
tions to the Selectmen as to the type, size, and other charac-
teristics of the fire truck to be purchased.
ARTICLE 10:
We recommend that no money be raised or appropriated
for this article.
ARTICLE 11:
We recommend that no money be raised or appropriated
for this article. We recommend, however, with the con-
currence of the Road Commission, that a long-range rebuild-
ing program be initiated by the Town for black-topped roads
which are in bad condition. This Committee recommends
that the sum of $1000 be raised and appropriated for this
purpose to be expended as the Selectmen with the advice of
The Road Commission deem to be in the best interests of the
Town. The Committee further recommends that an annual
appropriation be made for the continuance of this program.
ARTICLE 12:





No comment is necessary.
SCHOOL WARRANT
ARTICLES 1 THROUGH 7:
We recommend approval of each item of the School Budg-
et and offer the following comments on some of them:
Item II: The increase in this item is for an increase in
salary of the full-time janitor and increased employment of
the part-time janitor.
Item 22. This item is for providing hot water in the
Brick School and for re-plastering work in the Annex.
Item 23: This item is for wall maps, globes, visual aids,
and two culvert tiles.
ARTICLES 9 THROUGH 12:
We recommend approval.
ARTICLE 13:
We recommend approval. We further recommend that if
this instruction prove to be a success during the next school
year, this item be incorporated in the regular School Budget
thereafter as a part of item 6, Teachers' Salaries.
ARTICLE 14:
We recommend approval of this article and reiterate our
lecommendation of last year that this item be incorporated
in Item 14 of the School Budget, Repairs and Replacements.
ARTICLE 15:
We recommend approval.







REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
The fence around Meadowview Cemetery was
painted last spring as planned, aand we are grateful
to Chester Kiesling for a fine job. The cost was $900.
In 1953 we sold $5,000.00 worth of U. S. Treasury
bonds, and placed the funds in investment trusts; the
increased eanings during the period prior to the date
of maturity, more than offset the loss from the sale,
and in '55 we sold $16,000.00 worth of G. Bonds with the
expectation of increasing our earnings in a similar
manner.
The financial report which follows shows a decreas
in the total amount of the trust funds of $5,000.00 (ex-
clusive of the new funds established this year ) . This is
due to the termination of the Nutt Fund.
The Mary P. Nutt will which established the trust,
stipulates that if the Amherst High School be discon-
tinued so that classes are not held for three consecu-
tive years, the bequests shall be forfeited. A petition for
instructions was filed with the Superior Court, which
issued a decree turning the fund over to the residium
of the estate as directed in the will.




Town of Amherst, Highway Maintenance
Cemetery Improvement and Maintenance







































REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1955




Dividends and Interest received in 1955
Expended in 1955










The Dormant Spray used for the first time in late
April, was a decided success in curtailing the Elm
Beetles, and thus diminishing the rate of spread of the
Dutch Elm disease. We urge all land owners to con-
tinue their regular Cover Spraying, and where advisa-
ble employ the earlier Dormant Spray also.
It has been found necessary to cut, remove and burn
five large Elms, either dead or condemned by the State
as having the Dutch Elm disease. The cost of this work
alone, included in the 1956 budget, was greater than
that of the annual spraying.
We were pleased to see our tree planting program
continue with five 10-foot Maples started, and ten more
contracted for this coming spring.
Pruning was held to a minimum.
In general, most of our trees are old, approximately
100 years. This age, with our relatively poor soil, few
middle-growth trees, and recent dry summers, make
our program two-fold:
A. Maintain present trees as long as possible with
judicious spraying, pruning and feeding.
B. Plant a minimum of ten trees yearly, with the
intent they will mature sufficiently before the
old ones give out.
We urge all property owners to plant Maples in de-
sirable open spaces, and especially to replace any tree
downed, with a young one.
As in previous years, we would be pleased to be of









BUDGET REQUEST - 1956
Dormant Spray, 50 Elms-late April $ 150 00
Regular Cover Spray, Village and Ponemah—
late Mav 210 00
Second Cover Spray if necessary—late June 100 00
$ 450 00
Feed six giant Elms, Main Street 110 00
General trimming 300 00
Planting ten Maples, includes preparing ground 220 00
Cutting, removing and burning five diseased




REPORT OF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICIAL
OF ZONING ORDINANCE
During the period from the date of my appointment
to the end of the calendar year 1955, there were nine-
teen appHcations on which permits were granted as fol-
lows:
Dwelling houses 8





With one exception, the sign applications were for
the erection of signs in excess of the size or not for a
purpose for which I am authorized to issue permits and
appeals were taken from my refusal to the Board of






Amherst s roads survived 1955's several floods with
relatively little damage due to washing which proves
that your Long Range program has minimized the
washing of our hill roads. This winter's weather with
its excessive frost depth and the January thaw has
caused rather widespread minor troubles, the full ex-
tent of which will not be known until settled warm
weather returns.
In 1955 the T. R. A. construction included the com-
pletion of the Chestnut Hill project and the excavation
work and graveling on the Junkins road. The balance
of the funds were divided between the Austin and
Greene roads which allowed for some preliminary ex-
cavation and widening work on sections which in the
past have given trouble in the removal of snow. The
initial oiling of the Thornton Ferry road was done with
funds from the oiling appropriation.
For 1956 we recommend that T. R. A. funds be used
for improvement of several short gaps in the hard road
system, plus additional graveling of some of the feeder
roads. We recommend that a minimum of $1500. of the
T. R. A. funds be used strictly for graveling, and that
this sum be set up as a separate account in the T. R. A.
bookkeeping.
It would appear that possibly as soon as 1957, Am-
herst should plan to apply a substantial portion of its
T. R. A. funds toward the oiling appropriation. The oil-
ing appropriation has remained at $7500. for several
)'ears and since the black road mileage has increased
each year, it is obvious that the oiling program has to
be stretched to a point where we are not properly main-
taining our considerable investment in hard surfaced
roads.
This report would not be complete if we failed to
pay tribute to Richard W. Weston. He had been a mem-
ber of the Road Commission since its inception and his
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was a genuine interest in and a thorough knowledge of
Amherst's roads. He was always willing to devote gen-






The library continues to be a very busy place even
though the total circulation is slightly less than that
of last year.
Over a period of five years, the increased use of
the library indicates that more people, and particularly
children, have benefited by this service, which is avail-
able to everyone. One noticeable factor is the increased
demand for reference books and material. In an ef-
fort to meet this need, the library has recently pur-
chased a set of the Encyclopedia Britannica.
During 1955, 424 books have been added to the li-
brary. Of these, 134 were classified as adult fiction, 47
as adult non-fiction, 184 as juvenile fiction, and 59 as
juvenile non-fiction. Twenty magazines and one news-
paper are available to borrowers.
The circulation the past year has been as follows:
Adult fiction 3923 Juvenile fiction 5361




Grand total circulation: 12,869
Through the service of the State Bookmobile, 460
books were loaned to the librarv, which helps greatly
to supplement our own supply of material.
During the summer, a weekly story hour for the
younger children was conducted bv Miss Nancy Howe.
It was well attended and very much enjoyed by the
children. I hope that it may be continued another
summer.
The library wishes to express its appreciation to
the following for their gifts of money, magazines, and
books:
Miss Bertha Rogers, Mr. Pratt, Mr. and Mrs. David
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Payson, Mrs. Ernest Peaslee, Mrs. Robert Seamans, Mr.
Greeley Buchanan, and to the Women's Association
of the Congregational Church for a book in memory
of Mrs. Janet Winey.
Two important legacies have been received in the
course of the year, one from the estate of Miss Mary
B. Upham and one from the estate of Miss Ethel Put-
nam.
By the will of the late Miss Putnam, the Amherst
Library was to be the recipient of all or part of her vast
collection of books. About 200 books were chosen by
the Librarian and the Trustees. For many years Miss
Putnam had been keenlv interested in the Amherst Li-
brary and had made gifts of money to be used toward
the purchase of new books.
In September, Miss Bertha Piper submitted her
resignation as a member of the Board of Trustees. Miss
Piper had served on the Board for over thirty years, and
it is needless to say that her resignation was accepted
with genuine regret. Mrs. Lawrence Hall was appoint-
ed to fill the vacancy caused by her resignation.
The Librarian wishes to thank the Trustees for









The Trustees of the Town Library request an ap-
propriation for 1956 of $1800.00, the same amount
as for last year. Had it not been for an increase in
"gifts, fines and sales of books" of nearly $100, the
appropriation would not have sufficed. The circulation
continues high and we anticipate increased expendi-
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tures, but we trust that our miscellaneous income will
be maintained.
The list of Library Trustees is:
Bertha L. Piper (resigned) 1 Year
Elizabeth Hall Serving Temporarily
Rev. Frank M. Weiskel 1 Year
Henry F. Merrill 2 Years
Margaret Seamans 2 Years
Cleaveland J. Campbell 3 Years
Margaret Moser 3 Years
Herewith the Treasurer's report for 1955:
RECEIPTS
January 1, 1955, cash on hand $ 321 84
Appropriation 1800 00
Trust Funds — 1954 additional income 76 94
Trust Funds - 1955 income 215 00
Misc., gifts, fines, and sales of books 229 03
oil-burning heating system to replace the old and in-
efficient coal-burning hot air furnace, and of altering
the partitions so as to combine the two front rooms and




REPORT OF MUNICIPAL COURT
The past year was a routine year for the Amherst
Municipal Court.
The one exception is a criminal case involving evi-
dence obtained by wire tapping. The questions in-
volved being novel in New Hampshire, have been trans-









The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the Amherst Village District in
the County of Hillsborough in said State
qualified to vote in Town AflFairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Amherst
Town Hall in said Amherst on Friday, the sixteenth
day of March, next at eight of the clock in the after-
noon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary District Officers for
the year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sary to defray District charges for the ensuing year and
make appropriations of the same.
3. To transact any other business which may legal-
ly come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this tenth day of





Commissioners of Amherst Village District.
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AMHERST VILLAGE DISTRICT BUDGET
Estimates of Receipts and Expenditures for the Ensuing Year
January 1, 1956 to December 31, 1956
Compared to
Estimated and Actual Receipts and Expenditures of the Previous




Cash on hand Jan. T. 1955 $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00 $ 785.60
Reserve 562.86 562.86 1,000.00
Total cash on hand $ 1,562.86 $ 1,562.86 $ 1,785.60
Income water service, prior yr. $ 1,907.35 $ 1,907.35 $ 2,272.28
Income water service, current yr. 2,750.00 2,854.21 2,850.00
Total income water service $ 4,657.35 $ 4,761.56 $ 5,122.28
Hydrant rental $ 1,365.00 $ 1,365.00 $ 1,365.00
Precinct tax 5,657.65 5,657.65 *5,242.72
Total Receipts $13,242.86 $13,347.07 $13,515.60
EXPENDITURES
Bonds called and cancelled $
AMHERST VILLAGE DISTRICT BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 1955
ASSETS
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1955 $1,785 60
Accounts Receivable, inckidmg
December 31 bills 2,272 28
Total Current Assets $ 4,057 88
Water System
Land and buildings $ 679 60
Wells, pump, mains, etc. 147,931 29




Fire Alarm System 6,700 00
Total Fixed Assets 157,569 31
Total Assets $161,627 19
LIABILITIES
Bonds Payable $137,000 00





The water district has had an additional growth in
the past year of 11 new services, bringing the total
number of users to 142. This reflects a steady increase
since its completion five years ago.
The district is anticipating approximately 10 addi-
tional subscribers in 1956 at an estimated cost of $500
for connections and meters. This projection includes
nearly all the remaining residences within the present
district limits.
Last summer when there was a general threat of
water shortages in this area, residents of the district
were most cooperative in keeping the water usage to
a minimum as a precaution. However there was an
adequate supply, and it emphasizes the value of a cen-
tral water svstem that there was sufficient water for all
J
normal purposes and an ample supply for fire protec-
tion purposes.
Periodic checks are made bv the State Board of
Health on the water and the commissioners have had
special tests made after the floods of last summer and
fall to check on possible contamination. These reports
were all favorable.
After giving commendable service to the water
district as superintendent since its inception, Harold
Aldrich is resigning this year, and Richard Crocker
has been appointed to fill the position. Harold has









Curtis Wortlien, School Board Temi Expires 1956
Mrs. Dorothy Davis, School Board Term Expires 1957
Kenneth Goodwin, School Board Term Expires 1958
Harold C. Bowley Superintendent
Everett Rockwell Principal
Mrs. Catherine Kruger Clerk and Treasurer
Creeley S. Buchanan Moderator
Oscar Burns, M.D. School Physician
Mrs. Virginia Gill, R.N. School Nm'se
Mrs. Dorothv Davis Truant Officer
Mabel I. Connolly Helping Teacher
School Calendar for 1955-56
Begin Close
Wed., September 7, 1955 Wed., December 21, 1955
Tuesday, January 3, 1956 Friday, February 17, 1956
Monday, February 27, 1956 Friday, April 20, 1956
Monday, April 30, 1956 Approximately June 13, 1956
Holidays:
October 13-14 — Teachers' Convention
November 24-25 — Thanksgiving
School closes at 12:15, November 23, 1955
May 30 — Memorial Day
School Calendar for 1956-1957
Begin Close
Wed., September 5, 1956 Friday, December 21, 1956
Wed., January 2, 1957 Fridav, February 15, 1957
Monday, February 24, 1957 Friday, April 19, 1957
Monday, April 29, 1957 Approximately June 11, 1957
Holidays:
October 18-19 — Teachers' Convention
November 22-23 — Thanksgiving
School closes at 12:15, November 21, 1956
May 30 — Memorial Day
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WARRANT FOR ANNUAL SCHOOL MEETING
The State of New Hampshire
To tlie Inhabitants of the School district in the Town
of Amherst quahfied to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall
in said district on the 9th day of March 1956, at eight
o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following sub-
jects :
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for
the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
School Board and Truant Officer, and fix the compen-
sation of any other officers or agent of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Com-
mittees, or Officers chosen, and pass any yote relating
thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in
relation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see what sums of money the district will raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
salaries of school district officials and agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the district, and to
authorize the application against said appropriation of
such sums as are estimated to be received from the
state foimdation aid fund together with other income;
the school board to certify to the selectmen the balance
between the estimated revenue and the appropriation,
which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
9. To see if the district will vote to adopt a plan
for extending to employees of the district the benefits
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of title II of the Federal Social Seciiritv Act (Old Age
and Survivor's Insurance) as authorized by Chapter
101 of the Revised Statutes Annotated Amended by
Chapters 301 and 332 of the Laws of 1955 and to raise
and appropriate the sum of $145.00 to defray the dis-
trict's share of the cost thereof.
10. To see if the district wishes to exclude from
the plan services in any class or classes of positions
filled bv popular election.
11. To see if the district wishes to exclude from
the plan services in any class or classes of positions
the compensation for which is on a fee basis.
12. If a plan for Social Security coverage is adopt-
ed, to see if the district will authorize the School Board
to execute on behalf of the district the necessary agree-
ment with the State of New Hampshire to carry into
effect the plan and to see if the district will designate
the district Treasurer as the officer to be responsible
for the administration of the plan.
13. To see if the district will vote to raise and ap-
propriate $700 for the purpose of continuing band and/
or orchestra instruction in the schools.
14. To see if the district will raise and appropriate
$400 to continue the planned program of renovating
the grounds and outside facilities of the schools.
15. To see if the district will raise and appropriate
$500 to continue the black-top area on the playgrounds.
16. To transact any other business which may
legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands at said Amherst this 13th








NOTIFICATION OF SCHOOL ASSESSMENT, 1955
EXPENDITURES
Current Expenditures $90,099 83
Capital Outlay:
New Equipment 740 00
Additions and Improvements 1,000 00
Debt and Interest 9,203 15
Special Appropriations
Ground Improvements 400 00
Music Instruction 500 00
Total Appropriation $101,942 98
RECEIPTS
State Aid, (Estimate) $ 2,000 00
Trust Funds (Estimate) 430 00
Other Receipts (Estimate) 1,500 00
Assessment Required to Meet
School District Appropriation 98,012 98**
Total Appropriation $101,942 98
** Changed to $99,239.50 by State Tax Commission to
make up for loss in State Aid of $2,000 less unincum-
bered balance of $773.48.
I certify that the above is a correct statement of the
obligations authorized, and the amounts to be assessed
to meet statutory requirements and appropriations made
at the annual meeting of the Amherst School district





(For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1954 to June 30, 1955)
CATHERINE A. KRUGER, Treasurer,
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REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
Herewith is presented the annual report of the
Amherst School Board:
Your board believes it is redundant but necessary
to urge constantly that you acquaint yourselves with
the job of running our school. While Amherst citizens
have in the past shown a healthy regard and interest,
we do suffffer somewhat from apathy. An intelligent,
enlightened citizenry, aware of the schools, their per-
formance, problems and needs, naturally results in
improved schools. How long has it been since you
visited school?
The problem of teacher-pupil ratio was solved when
we hired a third teacher for grades seven and eight. We
now have 12 teachers for the eight grades, giving each
teacher between 21-29 pupils, excepting grade 3 with
31. With the census indicating approximately 40 first
graders for the next five years, we are in no danger of
overcrowding. The Nashua road may be in a building
boom. If the rumor of a housing development in that
area materializes, we may be forced to consider build-
ing, liut presently, that is, for the next two to three
years, we can easily absorb a rise in registration.
Although the problems of accommodation and
teacher-pupil ratio are not with us, we face along with
the nation the serious effects of the well known teacher
shortage. We must expect the salary scale to spiral. The
board congratulates the superintendent on filling our
staff capably and well. We extend to our principal and
our teachers sincere thanks for the work they are doing
with and for our children. We appreciate the interest
PTA shows in the welfare of the pupils hv sponsoring
the School Lunch program and by the gifts of money
for play equipment.
The total registration of pupils, both in our elemen-
tary grades and as tuition pupils in Milford, must gradu-
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ally rise as each grade averages in the middle to late thir-
ties. For the past three years the enrollment in the local
grades has been just mider 300. We can count 315 for
September 1956. Contrary to the projections of num-
bers made over the last five years, the number of tuition
pupils has not climbed. In 1954-55 there was an aver-
age of 63 pupils. As of January 15, 1956 there were 60
tuition pupils, yet when we made up the budget a year
ago, we could count 77 pupils for the fall of 1955. The
reasons for the reduction are not unusual while they
are unpredictable: families moving from town, attend-
ance at private schools, and quitting school for work,
marriage, or the armed services. The board can an-
nounce that at least $2500.00 will be turned back to the
town in June from the allowance in the budget for
tuition.
We should like to point out to yoii taxpayers that
the valuation of our town upon which our eligibility
for State Aid is based has jumped in two years from,
in round figures, $3,400,000 to' more than $6,000,000.
In the l^udget for those items which we share with the
other four towns in the union the apportionment is as
follows: Amherst, 20.5; Brookline, 6.5; Hollis, 16.0;
Milford, 52.5; and Mont Vernon, 4.5. This division is
figured on 50'/ average daily membership and 50%
equalized valuation.
The board wishes to call your attention to the School
Lunch program, mentioned earlier, which is under new
personnel this year and which is serving an average of
130 children each day. Mrs. Gordon Mann and Mrs.
Lynn Woods,, assisted by one volunteer adult worker,
are in charge of the meals. The School Lunch commit-
tee of PTA has arranged for the transportation to and
from the Clark School every noon of the first four
grades, the only fee being the meal to the bus driver
from Clark's Garage. An invitation is open to visit the
Town Hall any noon to learn how the federal food
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surplus is utilized locally and how our children get
far more than their $1.25's worth.
Having a real interest in improving and enriching
the education of our children, the board requests
your careful consideration of the program of instruc-
tion in musical instruments and the formation of a
band. Tliis project has been sponsored somewhat by
PTA, but entirely studied, worked over and on by
the efforts of two interested citizens, Mrs. Max Hol-
land and Mrs. Clark Stewart. Like any project, new
to a community, it has had its ups and downs. We
suggest you talk not only with the committee, but
with several parents of the children who have parti-
cipated in this pioneer program. The board recom-
mends sympathetic patience and an enlightened sup-
port of this excellent addition to the enriched educa-
tion of the Amherst youngters, but emphasizes the
importance of your acquainting yourselves with its
aim and future.
In closing, the board repeats, visit your school,
study the budget to see how and why the amount re-
quested for appropriation is what it is, and express
by your vote the kind of public school education you
desire for our boys and girls.
Respectfully submitted,







I herewith present my seventeenth Annual Report.
Statistics printed on other pages are also a part of this
report.
Instruction
The teaching staff had three changes from the pre-
vious year. Mr. Sanborn, Miss Harmon and Mrs. Gor-
don decided to cast their lot with other systems or be-
cause of health. Mr. Romuald Sinkervitch, formerly of
Nashua; Mrs. Wilene Knight, a recent graduate of Tufts
College; and Mrs. Eva Gagnon of Amherst were se-
lected as replacements. Then, pursuant to the require-
ments imposed by the budget voted last March, a new
teacher was added to the Junior high program — Miss
Nancy Heath — a recent graduate of Plymouth Teach-
ers College and an Art teacher in the person of Mrs.
Natalie Fleming of Milford was employed for one day
per week. A special article in the warrant was voted
to employ a part-time musical instrument teacher with
Mr. Ray Bartlett of Nashua filling this role. This ap-
pears to be quite a turn-over but the results have not
been too bad because the veteran members of the staff
have helped greatly to aid the new members in orient-
ing them to this system. The junior high program has
been a satisfactory advance and, besides giving more
time for teachers to work in their specialties, it releases
the Principal for administrative duties between the two
buildings.
I also wish to call vour attention to the most success-
ful workshop which has been conducted in this Union.
For two davs and an evening, the teachers of this area
participated in a conference on "Current Events for
Teachers", a program which they themselves planned
and executed. Principal Rockwell and Mr. DeLacey
acted as co-chairmen and the success of the sessions
is a tribute to their tireless efforts. As you may know,
we had able Consultants from various colleges and
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other institutions to lead the discussions. A bulletin,
giving the recorders' notes, has been published and
distributed. This whole subject was a sort of a "pilot"
project for the State — it being unique from all the
others previously attempted. You can see that I am
proud of the staff and feel that the carry-over to every-
day teaching will last for a long time to come.
Costs
A new law, enacted bv the last General Court,
prescribes the maximum liability of a School District
not maintaining a high school as the average per pupil
cost of all the high schools in the State or the average
cost of the receiving school, whichever is less. Another
provision empowers the State Board of Education to
estimate these costs on the basis of the previous year's
costs. Since those costs for 1956-57 cannot thus be de-
termined accurately until after June 30, 1956, we do not
know what these costs may be but the State Office
freely predicts that the state high school cost will be
$330 and the elementary $215 per pupil. I hear pre-
dictions from many sources that the rising trend will
prevail for quite a while yet.
Another new law provides for approximately 20%
state aid for building construction. You will see that
an estimate appears under Revenue as vour share of
this fund for next year. There is no aid on interest
payments, just on the principal.
Deeds
Many new improvements grace your plant this year.
First, considerable interior decorating was done last
summer. Then, the grounds were improved for play-
ground purposes, much hot-top added to provide bas-
ketball court and protection for the new Clark School
l^uilding as well as play area.
To Come
I list these possibilities for your consideration:
Fence around the Clark School area
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Installation of oil burner at Village School
Roof at Village School
Closing
"Good teachers do not just happen. They are the
product of the highest personal motivation, encouraged
and helped in their work by adequate salaries and the
respect, support, goodwill of their neighbors. The qua-
lity of American teachers has never been better. But
the rewards of too many teachers are not commensurate
with their work and their role in American life. It
is my earnest hope that, along with progress in other
aspects of education, the states and communities will
give increasing attention to this tap-root of all educa-
tion — good teachers, and hence good teaching." This
is a quotation from none other than President Eisen-
hower.
Good schools just do not happen. They require
planning, hard work and adequate finances. Expendi-
ture still is a good criterion of what kind of a school
you have.
I am very thankful for the efforts of all my associ-
ates, including Miss Connolly, the teachers, the School








Purpose — to Help
The purpose, as previouslv reported, which under-
lies the work of the Helping Teacher continues to be
the same — to help. Areas where help is needed remain
basciallv the same but vary from time to time in the
amount required. Help is available, but to be effective
the teachers should desire it. Whenever they seek to
improve their methods of instruction or acquire ideas
or materials which will aid them in doing a better job
then the Helping Teacher attempts to provide such
help.
It is through classroom visitations that most needs
become apparent and assistance is requested. How is
help given? Mostly through individual conferences
which follow the classroom visits, through group con-
ferences and participation in teachers meetings, and
sometimes tlirough demonstration teaching. It is hoped
that material contained in the monthly Helping Teach-
er's Bulletin also contributes. This includes such items
of interest to the teachers in this union as results of
surveys, sharing teaching techniques, reviews of pro-
fessional books and magazine articles, and sources of
help. A handbook has been made available to teach-
ers of the first grade. Its purpose is to present a co-
ordinated program and state the general aims and goals
of the grade. It should prove helpful to all, but especial-
ly those who are beginning.
Often the help that is requested concerns the child
directly and has to do with his adjustment and the
school program. This may involve giving the child
one or more tests to better understand his needs and
having conferences with his parents, teachers and
others.
Scope of Program
Alany phases of the Helping Teacher's program
have been described in previous reports. The most im-
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portant might be listed as follows: scheduling, curri-
culum development and coordination, testing, guidance,
developing methods of instruction, classroom visita-
tion, pupil grouping, participation in conferences and
other meetings, role of counselor, consultant, organizer
and resource person. At present this includes working
with about 50 teachers and 1400 pupils throughout the
union.
Specifics
I would like to report in some detail about a few
specific phases of the program.
Pupil grouping as based on the results of the read-
ing readiness tests seems to be paying big dividends.
Where this was followed in last year's first grade tlie
progress made in reading was quite accelerated and
the second grade teachers this year have noticed a de-
cided increase in reading achievement. It should be
noted here that we have a common reading system in
this union in which phonics has a definite role. Other
subjects which are coordinated on a union-wide basis
are language, social studies, and handwriting.
A recent survey of handwriting in grades four, five,
six and twelve shows results that may be termed as
higher than average. The handwriting system we use
starts out as manuscript and bv the fourth grade works
into the cursive.
Evaluating the children's work and reporting to
parents has always been a major problem. This past
year a committee made up of parents and teachers
developed'^ new elementary school report card which,
witli revisions suggested by parents and teachers during
a trial run, has been adopted for the time being. Anoth-
er such committee developed one for the junior-senior
high schools. A poll of parents showed a total of 86%
in favor of the new junior-senior high school card. Of
the 1412 returns in the elementary school poll before
revision, 60 Vi favored the new card. We agree that
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no perfect instrument of evaluating and reporting to
parents has yet been devised. However, the method
used to evolve the cards for Union No. 40 gave all who
participated a better understanding of the problems
faced by the pupil, teacher, and parent in their inter-
pretation.
Availability
To be of greatest help your Helping Teacher must
be available whenever and wherever needed, and may
be directly contacted every morning before 9:30 at the
Superintendent's office. After that the contact may
be made through the office. Sometimes a problem re-
quires immediate attention, but usually a teacher has
a list of questions and needs which are taken care of
after the regular classroom visit. One may correctly
infer from this that the teacher who asks for the most
help receives the most.
My effectiveness may be measured only by the
amount of help I am able to give. In this case giving
and receiving are integrated, as my efforts would be
in vain without the help and cooperation received from
the parents, teachers, principals, members of the school






I present herewith my second annual report of the
Amherst Elementary Schools.
We have 300 students in 12 classes for an average
of 25 per room. There are three rooms of split grades
with a likeliliood of four with a seven-eight split ne-
cessary next year.
Your PTA is again sponsoring Hot Lunch, Dental
Inspection, Instrumental Music and many worthwhile
meetings.
An innovation at Brick School is Student Govern-
ment. We have a Student Council with officers elected
bv the student body. We have run into situations where,
"A Thorn of experience is better than a wasteland of
warning". This painful process of being democratic
takes much actual practice. The change from "me" to
'we" in some cases never takes place. We hope Stu-
dent Government will aid the process.
We wish the "right of the people to peaceably as-
semble" could be practiced more through a commun-
ity building of the auditorium-gymnasium line. The
development of the body has been encouraged in
bi-weekly physical education periods in the upper
grades. This would be more beneficial if we had facil-
ities for cold and bad weather activities.
Please visit school.
"The listener, not the speaker, is primarily respon-
sible for any learning which may take place". This is not
the complete picture in the case of student and teacher
but in the student eyes I think it should be. Of course
we have our responsiblity but a student should put up
his strength at all times with never a doubt. Students
do come home with stories that make school a dark
place but it's a natural procedure. Your faculty has
been trained in the proper educational practices and
is trying to do their best for your child. We want to
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hear your comments but we want your complete co-
operation to maintain Johnny's position as a learner. In
order to maintain this feeling you need to transmit
the utmost confidence to him that we do the right
thing. If you have doubts we'll be glad to talk them
over with you. Try to put yourself in the teacher's
place when Johnny talks and then come to see us as
a parent.
This preceding paragraph lays the groundwork
for the statement that the propagation (meaning a,
Webster's Collegiate) of youth and the propagation
( meaning b, ) of knowledge for them is our heritage.
There is much discussion of the cost of things and little
of value. When a man can pull down a sizable fee
for the ability to manipulate a repetitious machine and
management is glad to furnish the factory, machine
pav, and fringe benefits it seems odd that this verv
important job of teaching school, gets the economy
move. A machine can be brought into production when
and where one chooses that one wants to finance it.
Humans must be brought through a continuous and
ever-growing process by people who have verv pre-
cise qualities. At no place in this process can interrup-
tion take place without serious result. Roads can
be caught by such Federal action as is now taking
place. If we slip in education, who will have the in-
sight to pick it up? It turns to decline. Amherst needs
to put through to the nurture of youth through confi-
dent forward motion.
May I express my great appreciation of Superinten-
dent Bowley, Miss Connolly, School Board, Faculty,






AMHERST SCHOOL MEETING - MARCH 4, 1955
Meeting was called to order by Moderator Arthur
Bonney at 8:15 p. m., March 4, 1955. Rev. Frank
M. Weiskel invoked the blessing.
School clerk, Catherine Kruger read the Warrant.
Article 1. Creeley S. Buchanan was unanimously
elected as Moderator for the coming year.
Article 2. Catherine A. Kruger was unanimously
elected as School Clerk for the ensuing year.
Article 3. Kenneth Goodwin was unanimously
elected as Member of School Board for three years.
Article 4. Catherine A. Kruger was unanimously
elected as Treasurer for one year.
Article 5. Moved and seconded to pass this arti-
cle and consider it under Article 8. Carried.
Article 6. Curtis Worthen moved and it was se-
conded that the reports of agents, Auditors and Com-
mittee be accepted. Carried
Article 7. Dorothy Davis moved and it was se-
conded that the same Auditors nominated for the Town
be chosen to serve as Auditors for the School District.
Carried. They are George H. Howard and Orson H.
Bragdon.
Article 8. Before this article was taken up, Mr.
Alfred Conrad asked to have the floor and speak on
the amount of budget to be raised and objected to the
amount in view of the fact that there will be less stu-
dents. Mrs. Marjorie Heaton expressed a vote of con-
fidence in behalf of the School Board members, and
also Ways and Means Committee. Mr. George Ham-
mond stated that all items in the Warrant had been
thoroughly explored .
Moved and seconded that the Auditors receive $10
for their services instead of the usual $2.00. Carried.
Moved and seconded that with this additional
amount, that $3434.00 be raised under Items 1 to 5,
namelv administration.
Under item #6 Mr. Alfred Conrad asked to have
Teachers' Salaries broken down and after an explan-
ation, made a motion that the same amount of $34,900
as raised in 1954 be raised this year. This amend-
ment not carried. The original motion that $40,650
be raised for Teachers Salaries was carried. The
amount of $44,113.00 under items 6-10 Instruction,
was carried.
Item 11-13 Operation of School Plant, moved and
seconded that $6,150.00 be raised for this purpose,
was carried. Under Item #14 Kenneth Goodwin ex-
plained that this was to be reduced and moved that
$1,035.00 be raised instead of $2,300.00 as printed in
the budget. Carried.
All other items from 15-27 were voted to be raised
as printed in the Budget and Kenneth Goodwin mov-
ed that the total sum of $101,042.98 be raised and
appropriated.
Article 9. F. Tenney Clough moved to pass this
article. Carried.
Article 10. Mrs. Clara Holland moved that the
sum $500.00 be raised and appropriated for the pur-
pose of providing band and/ or orchestra instructions
in the school. Carried.
Article 11. Robert Seamans moved and it was se-
conded that the sum of $400.00 be raised and appro-
priated to commence planned program of renovating
the grounds and outside facilities of the Schools.
Carried.
Greeley S. Buchanan, Kenneth Goodwin and Cath-
erine Kruger took the oath.
Article 12. Mrs. Nelle L. Holmes commended the
School Board for having the minutes of the previous
School Meeting printed in the Town Report. Greeley
Buchanan asked to have Mr. Bowley give a statement as
to whether Milford High School is an accredited
School and gave the number A-6 as the rating. He
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expressed his regret if any of the Amherst students or
parents had been insulted. Mr. George Hammond, Ro-
land Fraser, Edward Walsh and Marjorie Heaton had
questions to ask of Mr. Bowley. All were answered.
Mr. Harold Wilkins, Sr., moved to give Arthur Bon-
ney the retiring Moderator a vote of thanks. Mr. Bon-
ney expects to leave Amherst in the near future. He
was given a hearty round of applause and a rising vote
by those present.
Mrs. Nelle L. Holmes made mention of a State
Conference being held sometime in the near future
and suggested the curriculum be brought before this
body.
No further business, it was moved to adjourn.
RespectfuUv submitted,
(Mrs.) CATHERINE A. KRUGER
Clerk of Amherst School District,
1955 REPORT OF THE ENUMERATOR
The law states that all children from birth through
eighteen years residing in Amherst as of September
first shall be enumerated or counted in the school
census.
This year the total number of children was 624. In
comparison, in 1953, 577; in 1954, 594. A yearly increase
of 20-30 would seem to be indicated.
Of the 624 children 65 were at Milford High School
and 296 were enrolled locally in the first eight grades.
The census showed that we could expect almost 40
in the first grade for the next five years. The records re-
vealed that there were 22 children, from ten through
18 years, who were attending school not in Amherst
or at Milford High School. Thirty-five famihes moved
away in the course of the year; 47 families were new,








(For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1954 to June 30, 1955)
TOTAL RECEIPTS
PAYMENTS IN DETAILS
July 1, 1954 to June 30, 1955
ADMINISTRATION
1. Salaries of District Officers:
Curtis Worthen, School Board
Dorothy Davis, School Board
Kenneth Goodwin, School Board
Catherine A. Kruger, Treasurer
Catherine A. Kruger, Clerk
Arthur Bomiey, Jr., Moderator
Orson H. Bragdon, Auditor
George H. Howard, Auditor
$75 00
Sarah Greenhalgh
13. Water, Light, Supplies and Expenses 1,143 94
MAINTENANCE OF SCHOOL PLANT
14. Repairs and Replacements
25. Principal of Debt 7,000 00
26. Interest on Debt 1,001 95
TOTAL PAYMENTS $91,259 03
INSURANCE COVERAGE
2V2 Story Brick School $51,000 00
Park Street School 6,500 00
Clark School 64,700 00
Contents 8,000 00
Total Insurance Coverage $130,200 00
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BALANCE SHEET - JUNE 30, 1955
ASSETS
Cash on hand, June 30, 1955 $ 773 48
Net Debt (excess of Uabihties
over assets) 50,226 52
Total $51,000 00
LIABILITIES
Notes and Bonds Outstanding** $51,000 00
Total $51,000 00
* * Indebtedness, June 30, 1955





HAROLD C. ROWLEY, Superintendent.
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SCHOOL POPULATION COMMITTEE REPORT
It will be noted in the following table of statistics
that a deviation from the projected figures of January,
1953, is beginning to show. Entering classes, instead
of dropping off after 1956, will hold approximately at
present level.
There has been an increase in number of pre-school
children, but this one-year figure is not enough to in-
dicate a strong upward trend. There is still a large
amount of immigration and emigration and this can
cause a change in basic figures.
It is ahnost certain, however, that elementary school
population will have increased by 10 to 15 for the year
1957-58, and by a total of probably 30 to 35 for the
year 1958-59. Planning should be started prior to 1957
School Meeting to provide increased staff and space
facilities for no later than entering classes of 1958-59,
if September 1956 census shows continued growth.
Sept. 1956 39







*Projection from Census of Septembei- 1, 1955




Number of half-days in session 354
Whole number of different pupils registered:
Boys 180; Girls 133 Total 313
Enrollment by grades:
1-46; 11-46; III-43; IV-37; V-45;
VI-38; VII-33; VIII-25; Total 313
Average daily membership 289.6
Per cent of attendance 94.6
Number not absent nor tardy during school year 35
Number of visits made to schools by:
Helping Teacher 268
Superintendent of Schools 35
Number of School Board meetings held 12
AMHERST PUPILS GRADUATING FROM
MILFORD HIGH SCHOOL - JUNE, 1955
Harry Bartlett Blanche R. Roy
Preston H. Davis Alice L. Sliney
Penelope Dunbar David J. Shney
Ann M. Hauser Cynthia Smith
Barbara Herlihy Rebekah Stenke
Charles H. Levesque Newton Stockwell
Frederick Vatcher
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AMHERST PUPILS GRADUATING FROM
EIGHTH GRADE - JUNE, 1955
Ronald Brown Sally Howe
Carol Carter Vivian Jutras
William Cheever Theodore Kelley
Bernice Cobleigh Richard LaCourse
Leonard Dean Sandra Mack
Tyrone Forbes Doreen McLaughlin
Leon Frye Richard Pratt
Susan Gidge Judith Relation
Judith Harding Charles Rooney
Marian Holland Evelyn Simonds
John Holt Betty Smith
PERFECT ATTENDANCE
School Year - 1954-1955
Junior High: Hilda Berwick, Tyrone Forbes, Leon
Frye, Pearl Grant, Evelyn Hathaway, Dennis Holland,
Marion Holland, Vivian Jutras, Judith Keane, Donald
Kelley, Theodore Kelley, John Liljeberg, Sandra Mack,
Stephen Noble, David Stevens, Ehzabeth Taborne, Wil-
liam Young, Judy Page.
Grade VI: Carol Blair, Herbert Harding, Dale
Hathaway, Charles Michie, Merton Piper.
Grade V: Martha Grundel, Duane Curtis, Richard
Merrill.
Grade IV: Helen Holland, Gloria Stevens, James
Batchelder, Gary Frye.
Grade III: Tommy Hartshorn, William Martel,
Stuart Michie.
Grade II: Kenneth Hartshorn.
Grade I: Stephen Curtis.
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RETURN OF SCHOOL CENSUS
September 1955



































































State's Share $2500 00
Local Share:



















Marriages Registered in the Town of Amherst, N. H.
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Brought From Away and Buried in Town
Date and Place
BOARD OF HEALTH REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and
Citizens of Amherst, N. H.:
I herewith submit my annual report as Health Of-
ficer for the year ending January 1, 1956.
The work as Health Officer during the past year
has been very much the same as usual.
The numerous unfounded complaints and infringe-
ments on the rights of others remains as usual with
the exception of one or two legal cases which required
appearance in court.
The area on Route 101A from the Amherst line
to South Merrimack is building up rapidly and does re-
quire quite a little attention and consultation.
Baboosic Lake Region demands for the past year
did require considerable supervision — many trips were
made to the lake as result of complaints i.e., the town
dump where advantage of the caretaker had been taken
during his absence.
The dump had been used for the disposal of every
thing including waste paper, junk, swill ,etc., etc.
The dump is cared for as well as could be expected
and a full-time caretaker would be certainly out of the
question.
Last fall the Fish and Game department of the State
for some reason or other killed all the fish in the lake
(non-sensible) and then left thousands of dead fish on
the shore (literally thousands).
After protest from this department the State did
remove truck-loads of dead fish from the shore.
This procedure by the Fish and Game department
is an example of conflicting rules of the Public Health
Laws and the legal demands as outlined bv the State.
It has once more been brought to view — our An-
nual Swamp Road Settlement — and in this connection
any legal advice or law which has teeth sufficient to
remedy the situation would be greatly appreciated.
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All reportable diseases are taken care of in an ex-
cellent manner, through the cooperation of the school
nurse and the doctors in attendance.
The many phone calls and travel connected with
this office are unnoticed by tlie public, but they are
numerous.
It is, and has been, a pleasure to act in the capacity
of Health Officer. Cooperation from all concerned has
been all that could be expected.
Respectfully submitted,
OSCAR BURNS, M.D.,
Health Officer.
February 20, 1956.
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